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Photographic Sources
The European Rivers Raf t Sail is a project by Ewa Ciepielewska 
– a residential programme for artists which took place on  
a barge sailing from Kraków to Orléans, from 23 April –  
23rd September 2015.
Photographs and text sources were made and researched 
during the river journey. OBV was played throughout.

Reading Sources
The Book of Knowing and Worth – Paul Selig
Finite and Infinite Games – James P. Carse
Manifesto for the Noosphere: The Next Stage in the Evolution 
of Human Consciousness – José Argüelles
A Tale For The Time Being – Ruth Ozeki
Visual Magick – Jan Fries
The Unreal and the Real Selected Stories of Ursula K. Le Guin
Healing Love – Mantak Chia
The God Problem: How a Godless Cosmos Creates –   
Howard Bloom
A Tale for the Time Being – Ruth Ozeki
Prometheus Rising – Robert Anton Wilson
Biocentrism – Robert Lanza
The Law of One – Ra
More Beautiful World Our Hearts Know is Possible –  
Charles Eisenstein 
Visual Magick – Jan Fries
Rainbow Painting – Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche
The Science Delusion – Rupert Sheldrake
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David Jay Brown
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Education
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 Marlborough Contemporary, London
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